PERFORMING A SOUND STORY

Make up a story using the characters represented in the orchestra. One child or adult can act as a conductor and/or narrator.

Sample story:
This is the rain that falls from the sky in the rainforest. (rainstick)
The toucan is dressed like a rainbow and calls from the treetop. (kazoo raspy call)
Meanwhile, the crocodile finds some food and snap its jaws together. (pan cymbals)
Night comes. The mice skitter around to find food. (rubber band stringed instrument)
The sloth moves every so slowly. (oatmeal box drum)
The bats fly quickly as the swoop in and around the trees. (tissue paper accordion)
The rainforest is a place of many animals. (Everybody plays.)
And they all need the rain that falls from the sky in the rainforest. (rainstick alone)